
 
 
 

This really is how they grow. Colorless asparagus, a dark room, planted in rows. Caged and refused the chance to 
photosynthesize. From toothless white masses these asparagus melt and are leaked out, find themselves in bundles 
under the bridge, scattered in a just-damp riverbed. There they are harvested and taken to be packaged and 
distributed by the spider. 
 
The first to receive his bundle is the knackered horse, shriveled and surrounded by buzzing gadflies. As they greet 
one another, the spider generously rids him of his pests, a pleasure for both, as the spider hasn’t much chance to feed 
before his early morning route. During his own travels, the horse was once seduced by a Magnificent Frigate to whom 
he lost his innocence and from whom he eventually cultivated a bulbous red balloon protrusion of his own, an 
opportunistic chameleon. Now he attempts to use his own globular goiter to lure in his old friend, though it’s 
unclear to both if it really is a matter of physical attraction or if the horse, in his old age and exhaustion, craves only 
a solution to his pest problem.  
 
Just over the Popsicle Obstacle Mountain, near the lake in the valley that appeared one day out of nowhere, the 
source couldn’t even be traced by the most brilliant geologists, is where Der Angler lives. Trapped by the illusive 
promise of this miraculous lake, he would be the first to catch a fish, if there were any. Der Angler left his wife, two 
sons, a daughter and a flourishing career as a deep sea fisherman for the lake that snared him with its promises, but 
for what? Endless fish? A golden fish? A fish to give him endless golden coins? Even he had long ago lost track. As 
the spider approaches the cabin, the old fisherman, blinded by his mission, frothing at the mouth, was struck by a 
brilliant idea. What fish, made of flesh or gold, could resist such delicious bait as this?  
 
A narrow escape: a vault over the suspended horizontal cloud. The packet gets lost in the hustle. 
 
The following delivery reaches the city, searching, as instructed, for fur waiting for a bus headed north from the 
edge. Incidentally, the first sight around the corner is of a luscious snow leopard shawl wrapped around a set of 
curves leaning gracefully against a wall. The figure is smoking a cigarette, and as the spider approaches, it offers 
him one in a voice raspy and deep in contrast to the curve of the waist and the dress, shimmering in the soft, warm 
sunlight, that covers it. His new companion looks restless as though waiting for a long time and now only wanting 
to take the package and go. As she pulls away, the tout becomes conscious of the overwhelming desire for her to 
stay. If she only knew what he had been through already that day then she would surely have a bit more patience. 
His legs begin to shake. “But we’ve only just met.” She smiles knowingly, stubs out the cigarette, caresses her fur 
and takes her package out from under the spider’s arm. Huskily, she responds, “Sorry baby, you’re just not my 
type”. 
 
Unconscious of the hours that have passed, the last parcel reaches its destination: a white room suspended in the air, 
open on one side. The white ceramic tiles that line its interior break off asymmetrically on the open façade, as 
though reaching for the spider and inviting him in.  
 
As he lands, his feet cool on the tile. He approaches a circular bench and takes his place on it. Laying down the last 
present before the bent, contorted, publicly humiliated and the gut wrenchingly shamed. Looking around the white 
room he finds it empty. Suddenly, the last package begins to shake. It hurls itself from its position at the 
transporter’s side. Rolling, cracking at both ends, it is ready to hatch.  
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